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ABSTRACT—The philosophy of damage control resuscitation (DCR) and remote damage control resuscitation (RDCR) can
be summarized by stating that the goal is to prevent death from hemorrhagic shock by ‘‘staying out of trouble instead of
getting out of trouble.’’ In other words, it is preferred to arrest the progression of shock, rather than also having to reverse
this condition after significant tissue damage and organ injury cascades are established. Moreover, to prevent death from
exsanguination, a balanced approach to the treatment of both shock and coagulopathy is required. This was military
doctrine during World War II, but seemed to be forgotten during the last half of the 20th century. Damage control resuscitation and RDCR have revitalized the approach, but there is still more to learn about the most effective and safe resuscitative strategies to simultaneously treat shock and hemorrhage. Current data suggest that our preconceived notions
regarding the efficacy of standard issue red blood cells (RBCs) during the hours after transfusion may be false. Standard
issue RBCs may not increase oxygen delivery and may in fact decrease it by disturbing control of regional blood flow
distribution (impaired nitric oxide processing) and failing to release oxygen, even when perfusing hypoxic tissue (abnormal
oxygen affinity). Standard issue RBCs may assist with hemostasis but appear to have competing effects on thrombin
generation and platelet function. If standard issue or RBCs of increased storage age are not optimal, then are there
alternatives that will allow for an efficacious and safe treatment of shock while also supporting hemostasis? Studies are
required to determine if fresh RBCs less than 7 to 10 days provide an outcome advantage. A resurgence in the study of
whole blood stored at 4-C for up to 10 days also holds promise. Two randomized controlled trials in humans have indicated
that following transfusion with either whole blood stored at 4-C or platelets stored at 4-C there was less clinical bleeding
than when blood was reconstituted with components or when platelets were stored at 22-C. Early reversal of shock is
essential to prevent exacerbation of coagulopathy and progression of cell death cascades in patients with severe traumatic
injuries. Red blood cell storage solutions have evolved to accommodate the needs of nonYcritically ill patients yet may not
be optimal for patients in hemorrhagic shock. Continued focus on the recognition and treatment of shock is essential for
continued improvement in outcomes for patients who require damage control resuscitation and RDCR.
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INTRODUCTION

guidelines recommended that patients with traumatic hemorrhagic shock receive crystalloids initially to restore circulating
blood volume then receive RBCs to improve oxygen-carrying
capacity, with plasma and platelets indicated only to rectify
documented coagulopathy or thrombocytopenia and ongoing
bleeding. This approach to hemorrhagic shock, with crystalloid
for volume resuscitation, RBCs for oxygen-carrying capacity,
and Bcatch-up[ therapy for coagulopathy, represented a fundamental departure from the experience and doctrine of World
War II, which emphasized early prevention of coagulopathy (1).
Moreover, during this period, RBC storage solutions were
composed to progressively extend storage duration, with safety
criteria focused on infectious risk and efficacy criteria limited
to posttransfusion RBC circulation (rather than function, e.g.,
oxygen delivery).
The advancements in blood banking that enabled increased
storage duration dramatically improved blood product access
and utilization. These advancements are likely to have saved
many lives, but we have now come to appreciate the importance of functional criteria in evaluating efficacy (oxygen delivery) and (noninfectious) safety of blood products. Mounting
evidence suggests that the efficacy and safety of RBCs progressively diminish during storage, quite possibly to clinically
meaningful thresholds within currently accepted durations (2).
The relevance of this Bstorage lesion[ upon clinical outcomes is a subject of intense study at present. This problem

Over time, the composition of blood products and fluids
used to resuscitate patients with traumatic hemorrhagic shock
has changed dramatically. Whole blood was the primary resuscitation fluid during the first half of the 20th century. This
preference was driven by the British and US Medical Department leadership’s belief that whole blood best addressed both
shock and coagulopathy early in the resuscitation (1). With the
development of robust whole-blood fractionation techniques,
individual blood components (red blood cells [RBCs], plasma,
and platelets) became available and an approach to treating
specific deficiencies (in anemia and coagulation) with specific
components emerged as a means to improve resource utilization as well as target therapy. For example, patients with isolated anemia could be treated with RBCs while reserving
plasma and platelets for another patient. In addition, during the
1960s, the use of crystalloids and colloids became the primary
early resuscitation fluid for hemorrhagic shock. During the
latter half of the 20th century, Advanced Trauma Life Support
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is challenging for translational investigators because it appears that both the nature and severity of illness, as well as both
transfusion recipient- and donor-specific factors, affect the clinical relevance of the RBC storage lesion. More simply put, the
Btwo-hit[ hypothesis suggests that illness severity increases patient vulnerability to the adverse effects of transfusion with RBCs
of increased storage duration. Observational data support this
concept, most clearly for patients with traumatic injuries (3, 4).
The current blood supply and RBC allocation methods are
ideal for nonYcritically ill patient populations such as those
with oncologic disorders requiring chemotherapy. These patients
have single deficits in either RBCs or platelets and are not in
shock when transfused. As such, they do not require RBCs or
platelets with maximal efficacy at the moment of transfusion
(although not well studied, some evidence suggests that some
storage lesion features Bnormalize[ in the first few days following
transfusion). Bleeding trauma victims lose all blood components
concurrently; we now recognize the importance of early attention
to coagulopathy as well as the loss of blood volume and oxygencarrying capacity. Because these patients are at highest risk of
death in the first 6 to 12 h following injury, they would benefit from a blood product that provides oxygen-carrying and hemostatic capacity of the highest efficacy, with the least adverse
effects (3). Current Bcomponent-based[ approaches and blood
banking allocation practices do not meet this need optimally.
At many institutions, the oldest RBC units in stock (possibly
with reduced efficacy and noninfectious safety relative to those
of shorter storage duration) are dispensed to severe trauma patients, with unknown consequences.
In the past decade, however, there is renewed interest in the
doctrine developed during World War II, in which circulating
volume, oxygen-carrying capacity, and coagulopathy were equally
addressed early in resuscitation. Holcomb and colleagues (5)
have termed this damage control resuscitation (DCR). Prehospital application of DCR is termed remote damage control resuscitation (RDCR) (6).

Role of shock in acute traumatic coagulopathy

Shock is defined as a pathophysiologic state that occurs when
oxygen delivery is insufficient to maintain aerobic respiration
in tissue (7). Reduced perfusion often accompanies shock but is
not essential for its development. The consequence of persistent
shock is cell death due to inadequate energy production. Before
cell death, the shock state is associated with a broadly cascading
array of noxious chemical and signaling mediators, which lead
to endothelial and vascular wall injury endothelium and the subendothelial matrix; these events are hypothesized to be a direct
cause of the coagulopathy seen in trauma victims (acute traumatic coagulopathy). Hess and colleagues (8) have documented
in animal and human observational studies that reduced perfusion is associated with rapid development of a coagulopathic and
hyperfibrinolytic state. While the exact mechanisms of acute
traumatic coagulopathy are poorly understood, it is apparent
that tissue hypoxia itself, is also an important inciting factor. As
such, to successfully treat coagulopathy, it is essential to identify
and correct diminished oxygen delivery to tissue throughout
trauma resuscitation.
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Methods to reverse shock

Very simply, hemorrhagic shock can be treated by physical
control of bleeding, medical treatment of coagulopathy, and
restoration of oxygen delivery. Oxygen delivery can be augmented by increasing blood flow to tissue and/or blood oxygen
content. Cardiac output can be increased by maintaining adequate preload, cardiac contractility, and afterload. Tissue blood
flow is further regulated by the interaction of perfusion pressure and vascular resistance at the regional level; it is essential that
maneuvers to augment hemodynamics globally do not interfere
with control of regional blood flow. Blood oxygen content can be
augmented by increasing the amount and/or the oxygen saturation
of hemoglobin; because of poor solubility of oxygen in water
(particularly at body temperature), increasing the partial pressure
of oxygen contributes little to rectifying poor oxygen content
in blood.
In the latter half of the 20th century, resuscitation of patients
with hemorrhagic shock was initiated with crystalloids to restore
circulating volume (improving preload and cardiac output), followed by RBC transfusion to restore oxygen content (as well as
further optimizing volume status). There are two flaws with this
approach. First, enthusiasm for use of crystalloid-based volume
resuscitation is now tempered by concern for creating dilutional
coagulopathy, a proinflammatory state, and organ injury associated with severe interstitial edema (9). Second, although RBC
transfusion will improve O2 content, new evidence suggests that
with progressive storage duration transfusion fails to improve O2
delivery in a likewise fashion. This functional defect, which decouples O2 delivery from content, appears attributable to the RBC
storage lesion and is the focus of intense study.
Most physicians consider RBC units as the optimal resuscitative solution to treat hemorrhagic shock. It is commonly believed that because transfused RBC units increase hemoglobin
content and blood oxygen content, that oxygen delivery to tissue
is likewise improved. New data now suggest that, with increasing storage duration, oxygen delivery is progressively impaired
by altered oxygen affinity, disfavorable rheology and adhesion,
as well as by abnormal vascular signaling by RBCs that increases
regional vascular resistance (and diminishes regional blood flow
despite adequate perfusion pressure). This is of particular concern because RBCs of increased storage duration are routinely
transfused to trauma patients (3).
Native RBC function

RBCs transport oxygen bound to hemoglobin; oxygen is released when tissue oxygen tensions fall below the hemoglobinoxygen affinity threshold. Released oxygen, now in solution,
diffuses along a pressure gradient until rebinding to O2 storage
proteins in tissue (e.g. myoglobin, cytoglobin, or neuroglobin) or
to heme proteins in mitochondria, whereupon it is consumed in
the process of oxidative phosphorylation (e.g., tissue respiration).
Moreover, RBCs also regulate oxygen delivery by linking nitric
oxide bioavailability (and therefore vascular tone) to biochemical
measures of perfusion sufficiency (principally PO2 and pH). Red
blood cellYmediated vasoregulation operates at the regional level,
governing regional blood flow distribution, rather than by
influencing global hemodynamics. In this paradigm, RBCs
either export or sequester nitric oxide as a function of hemoglobin
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oxygen content (10). In hypoxic tissue, native RBCs export
nitric oxide, increasing regional flow and therefore augmenting
oxygen delivery. As improved flow resolves hypoxia, RBCs
traverse the same vascular bed with increasing hemoglobin
oxygen content, which leads to nitric oxide sequestration (rather
than export) by RBCs, and attenuation of regional flow (11). As
such, coupling between tissue oxygen tension and hemoglobin
oxygen content links tissue respiration to regional blood flow.
This fundamental feature of human physiology (systemic hypoxic vasodilation) hinges upon normal RBC physiology, which
is progressively impaired during storage (12). Studies in humans
indicate that increasing regional flow is a more effective method
of increasing oxygen delivery than increasing oxygen content
with hemoglobin mass (13). Therefore, the treatment of shock
requires attention to increasing regional flow, while maintaining
adequate oxygen-carrying capacity.
Native RBCs also affect hemostasis (14). Anemia is associated with impaired hemostasis via reduced viscosity and increased platelet inhibition. Platelet inhibition occurs from anemia
due to sheer stress-induced nitric oxide release and diminished
nitric oxide sequestration. Compensatory mechanisms have been
described in which sheer stress due to anemia induces the release
of ADP from RBCs, which stimulates platelet aggregation (14).
Stored RBC Function

Stored RBCs have been found to have reduced capacity to
both offload oxygen and support hypoxic vasodilation. In
fact, the majority of the evidence indicates that RBCs of increased storage length may, in fact, reduce oxygen delivery
and regional flow via the mechanisms displayed in Figures 1
and 2 (3, 12, 15Y22).
As a result of allocation strategies that aim to limit waste,
the RBC units typically issued to patients with hemorrhagic
shock are of increased storage duration (23). Specifically, RBC
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units in inventory closest to expiration are transfused first to
all patients (with few pediatric cardiac surgery exceptions).
Likewise, interhospital allocation compounds this problem; as
RBC units approach the 42-day storage limit in low-use centers,
usually after 35 days of storage, RBCs are commonly transported to large trauma centers. As a result, patients with severe
trauma are typically transfused with older RBCs, with unit age
documented to be as high as a mean of 27 days in a US trauma
center and at a median of 33 days in military settings (24, 25).
There are no multicenter randomized controlled trials examining the influence of RBC storage duration upon clinical
outcomes in adult trauma patients in hemorrhagic shock. There
are in vitro, animal, and nonrandomized studies in adult trauma
patients that indicate that RBCs of increased storage duration
are associated with reduced oxygen delivery, reduced perfusion, and perturbed vasoregulation, as well as impaired immune
and coagulation function (2, 3, 25). A recent study by Kiraly
and colleagues in adult trauma patients indicated that RBCs
stored for more than 21 days reduced oxygen delivery compared with those stored for less than 21 days (26). Another
prospective study performed in a severe pneumonia model in
canines indicated that transfusion of older RBCs was associated with impaired vasoregulation and increased mortality
(27). Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the biologic changes that
occur over storage time with RBCs and in the supernatant of
RBC units. The effects of storage on RBC energetics, nitric
oxide bioavailability, and on the extracellular solution have
been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere (3, 12, 15Y22). Although
there is biologic plausibility that with increased RBC storage
there is a reduction in efficacy and safety, it is not yet clear if
these effects have clinical implications in patients with hemorrhagic shock.
Therefore, although there are no definitive data that indicate
RBCs of increased storage duration increase the risk of morbidity

FIG. 1. Effects of storage on RBC oxygen delivery capacity. DPG indicates diphosphoglycerate; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; NAD(P)H, nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate; RBC, red blood cells; K, potassium; NO, nitric oxide; MOF, multiple organ failure.
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FIG. 2. Effects of stored RBCs on the extracellular solution in RBC units. PS indicates phosphatidylserine; MAF, macrophage activating factor; RBC, red
blood cells; NO, nitric oxide; MOF, multiple organ failure.

and mortality in patients with hemorrhagic shock, it is important
to also realize that the extension of the limit upon storage duration from 21 to 42 days was based on RBC circulation criteria
alone, as an efficacy end point, rather than evaluation of RBC
function or simply of patient outcomes. With the preponderance of animal and human data indicating reduced efficacy and
safety of older RBCs in critically ill populations, particularly in
severe trauma patients, it is appropriate, if possible, to preferentially use RBCs of reduced storage duration (G7Y10 days) until
there is evidence that older RBCs are equivalent to fresher
ones. If fresher RBCs are not available, it is still important to
transfuse available RBC units because impaired regulation of
regional blood flow is a moot point if overall cardiac output
and hemodynamics are inadequate to generate regional perfusion pressure. Also, if the patient survives the acute resuscitation, some of the adverse effects associated with the
storage lesion appear to reverse in the 48 h following transfusion, such as loss of 2,3-DPG and ATP concentrations, (e.g.,
akin to improved function of transplanted organs over time)
(28). Future research in reengineered RBCs, blood farming,
and even the use of whole blood stored at 4-C for 10 days may
increase the availability of blood products that will effectively
and safely increase oxygen delivery in patients with traumatic
hemorrhagic shock.
Stored RBCs also affect hemostasis. The literature indicates
that RBC transfusions are predominantly procoagulant and associated with less bleeding in animal models. The hemostatic
effects of RBCs have been documented according to viscoelastic measures, reduced bleeding times, and light transmission
aggregometry. Red blood cell transfusions have also been associated with increased platelet function, which is thought to be
due to increased viscosity, RBC release of ADP, stimulating
platelet release of thromboxane A2, and P-selectin expression,
as well as nitric oxide sequestration (14, 29, 30). Interestingly,

when the effect of RBC storage duration on hemostasis has
been evaluated, it appears that older RBCs are associated with
increased thrombin generation (increased thrombin-antithrombin
complex formation and reduced thromboelastography R time)
and reduced platelet function, according to TEG and Platelet
Function Assay-100 testing as well as collagen-stimulated single
platelet disappearance measures (31Y33).
CONCLUSIONS
The philosophy of DCR and RDCR can be summarized by
stating that the goal is to prevent death from hemorrhagic shock
by Bstaying out of trouble instead of getting out of trouble.[ In
other words, it is preferred to arrest the progression of shock,
rather than also having to reverse this condition after significant
tissue damage and organ injury cascades are established. Moreover, to prevent death from exsanguination, a balanced approach
to the treatment of both shock and coagulopathy is required.
This was military doctrine during World War II, but seemed to
be forgotten during the last half of the 20th century (1). Damage control resuscitation and RDCR have revitalized the approach, but there is still more to learn about the most effective
and safe resuscitative strategies to simultaneously treat shock
and hemorrhage.
Current data suggest that our preconceived notions regarding the efficacy of standard issue RBCs during the hours after
transfusion may be false. Standard issue RBCs, which are the
RBCs of highest storage duration, may not increase oxygen
delivery and may in fact decrease it by disturbing control of
regional blood flow distribution (impaired nitric oxide processing) and failing to release oxygen, even when perfusing hypoxic
tissue (abnormal oxygen affinity). Standard issue RBCs may
assist with hemostasis but appear to have competing effects on
thrombin generation and platelet function.
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If standard issue or RBCs of increased storage age are
not optimal, then are there alternatives that will allow for an
efficacious and safe treatment of shock while also supporting
hemostasis? Studies are required to determine if fresh RBCs less
than 7 to 10 days provide an outcome advantage.
In patients with severe traumatic injury, early reversal of
shock is essential to prevent exacerbation of coagulopathy and
progression of cell death cascades. Red blood cell storage solutions have evolved to accommodate the needs of nonYcritically
ill patients yet may not be optimal for patients in hemorrhagic
shock. Continued focus on the recognition and treatment of
shock is essential for continued improvement in outcomes for
patients who require DCR and RDCR.
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